Directions from Narita Airport terminal 2 & 3

Main Arrivals Hall – Look for signs for Train
and NEX (Narita express train to Tokyo)

Mobile sim card
or wifi rental

International
Cash machine
Once down the escalator you will have this view. There are
three rental shops for Sim cards and Wifi equipment. Just be
aware of the times the close and your flight departure time.
Only the third one along (blue shop front) allows drop off after
the shops close at 9pm (see below). On the right of these
pictures is the entrance to the JR train station.

Entrance to JR train line and
the NEX (Narita express)

Buy your tickets here. I suggest
typing in Myoko Kogen as your
final station using the
Shinkansen. This will then include
your NEX train to Tokyo station,
the Shinkansen (bullet train)
from Tokyo to Nagano and the
local train from Nagano to
Myoko.
The menu can be put in English.
Be sure to buy the full fare not
just the basic fare. (Basic fare
would not include the fare for
using the bullet train)
Green car is first class
Head on to your train
through these gates.
Then head downstairs
Trains are always on
time. Be sure to get on
the train with your time.
There is often a train
just two minutes before
the Tokyo train heading
to terminal 1.

At Tokyo station heading to the Shinkansen platforms
Sadly this section has
many different routes as
Tokyo station is pretty big.
If you happen to walk up
these steps then you can
follow these pictures.
Otherwise you want to
head for the Shinkansen
South transfer 14-23.

This picture is below the
main Tokyo station after
coming up the stairs from
the NEX platform.
I suggest keeping right and
heading into a shopping
area sign
“ Shinkansen 14- 23”

If you wish to explore around Tokyo station
and have spare time before your shinkansen
train leaves. When you see this junction you
can use lockers to drop bags on the right.
Otherwise carry straight on.

At this junction you will be
heading right.
Following signs for Shinkansen,
South transfer, 14-23.

Take a right!!!
Nice bakery on this corner
for snacks for the train. The
shinkansen does have
snacks on board if you are in
a rush.

Just after the right turn you
will only walk maybe 20
meters then you should see
these stairs on the left.
Head up these stairs.

This is the sign I have
been banging on about
that you should be
following.

Finally at the South
Transfer station for the
Nagano. The line is called
Hokuriku Line.

Nagano station heading to Local train for Myoko

Leave the shinkansen
platforms, once upstairs
you should see this sign as
you walk through the
ticket barriers.
Turn right

You should have this view.
On the left of this picture is
the Nagano area tourist
information.
Head down this hallway.
Head down the esculators.

Tourist
information
Platforms
On the right of this picture are
the ticket machines for local
trains.
Tickets

Straight on would leave the
Nagano station and be
heading towards Zenkoji
temple ( a pretty cool temple
to visit on a down day)

Ticket machines for local
trains. (If you only got a ticket
to Nagano before)
On the left of the picture is
the entrance to the local train
platforms.

Head through here and down
stairs (probably on the left) to
the local train for Myoko
Kogen.
This train takes 50 minutes.

